
CLASS SUPPLY LIST FOR OUT AND ABOUT KNAPSACK
Mary Stipanovich, Instructor

Description: Carry everything you need for a day trip in this handy knapsack.
Zippers extend all the way around the main and front compartments for full
access to each section.  Lots of zippered and slip pockets (even a hidden pocket)
keep everything organized.
Instructions are included for adjustable padded straps to fit children or adults.
Pattern:  Out and About Knapsack ByAnnie.com
Fabric: Choose quilt weight cotton.
Main exterior fabric - 1 yard
Lining fabric - 1 yard
Coordinating fabric for bindings, straps, handle - ¾ yard
Contrasting fabric for inner pockets - 14 yard
Interfacing: ByAnnie Soft and Stable - 36” x 58” wide
Shape flex, a woven fusible interfacing - ½ yard
Mesh fabric for inner pockets - ½ yard
Zippers:

You need Handbag zippers:
Three 30” double slide zippers
One 40” double slide zipper two (2) 30”
If using zipper by the yard, you need 120 inches (approx. 3-½ yards)  length.
You need 8 zipper pulls.
Strapping: 1” wide polypro strapping - you need 3 yards
One Inch Hardware: 1” strap adjusters - need two
https://www.byannie.com/strap-adj-1in-black-two
Fold Over Elastic:   ¾ yard
Thread to Match Fabrics

Bring all essential sewing supplies, and especially include:
90 top stitch needle
Zipper foot, walking foot, ¼” foot
Stiletto (I like ByAnnie’s stiletto)
Temporary Spray Adhesive for fabric like Odif 505
Turning Tool and Bodkin
Wonder clips
Rotary cutter and small mat
½” bias tape maker



Circular ruler - 6-½”, 2-½”
Marking pen or chalk - I like the Clover chalk pens
Double sided adhesive tape, such as Wonder Tape or Dritz Wash Away - ¼”
Fabric glue pen  - I like Sewline
Rulers and small iron and pressing  mat

Prior to Class please quilt your fabric (main and lining) and foam stabilizer.
When sewing on a domestic machine, you need to quilt three sets:
Set A - 25” x 28” of main, lining and soft and stable - for bag front and back,
compartment front and back,  Pocket A (exterior pocket of Compartment A),
and compartment base.
Set B - 22” x 10” of main, lining and soft and stable - for padded straps

(if making the small size - you need 16” x 10”).
Set C - 8” x 34” of main, lining and soft and stable -  for zipper strips
One quilted set is the bag body front and back, the zipper strips and front and
back facings.

If using a longarm you will quilt one yard pieces of main, lining and soft and
stable.
Refer to the general quilting instructions on page 1 of the pattern. If using a
domestic home machine, the Pattern suggests that you quilt straight lines ¾”
to 1” apart vertically along the length of the piece.

Cut  Quilted Sets A, B and C:
Follow Cutting Layout for Quilted Sets on the pattern, page 3, C.

Stitch around each quilted piece ⅛” from the edge.
Label your cut quilted pieces by using the labels on page 16.

From Coordinating Fabric (not quilted):
Cut two - 2-¾” x 26” - upper straps
Cut two - 2-¾” x 22” -lower straps
Cut one - 4 x 10 - padded handle
Cut two - 3-½” x 3-½ - strap tabs
Cut one - 2-½”x 8-½”  - Border for Pocket A, exterior of Compartment A
Cut one strip 2” wide x width of fabric for bindings



From Contrast Fabric (not quilted):
Cut two - 5” x 10” - Pocket C (interior of Compartment Back)
Cut two - 3” x 10-½” - Zippered Pocket F1 (interior Bag Back)
Cut two - 9” x 10-½” - Zippered Pocket F2 (interior Bag Back)

Bias Binding - need approx. 6 yards of continuous bias binding that is 2-¼”
wide.
Cutting your quilted pieces and coordinating fabrics in advance  will help to get
your sewing started.

❖ There are other pieces to cut - bias binding, fusible interfacing, mesh
fabric, strapping, elastic,  which we can cut in class.  Or, you can go
ahead and cut these pieces.  See the top of Pattern page 3.

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.
If a class is canceled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be
refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a
refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class handouts and supplies.  Please
register early as possible to ensure your place and to avoid disappointment.
Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not
have time to instruct on the use of your machine

If you have any questions about fabric requirements, supplies or cutting,
please text or email me.   Mary Stipanovich  850-545-2586
sydais214@gmail.com.


